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Introduction

Karen Hain,
Moore & Smalley,
North West

Welcome to the MHA
benchmarking review of
legal practices, looking at
results across 2015.

Head of the Professional
Practices Group at MHA

We have again seen a year of growth in fee
income. The economy has improved, with a
direct increase in business in the property and
construction sector. We have actually seen a
shortage of lawyers in the property sector, as the
demand for their services took off so rapidly.

A year of
growth in
fee income

A direct
increase in
business
in the
property and
construction
sector.

Corporate deals are moving quickly and high value
project work is back on the desk. International
business is generating more work, although this
tends to be based in firms in the large city centres
of London and Manchester. Our review has seen a
dramatic growth in income in London based firms
and it will be interesting to see if this super growth
ripples out to other regions this year in 2016.
Where we were concerned last year about what
would happen to personal injury firms, we have
seen many regenerate with new service offerings.
New profit streams are expected to begin to
flow in 2016.
Criminal law practitioners were still under fee
pressure with further reductions in legal aid, but
the long awaited changes to contracts following
the tendering process was pushed back again.
We expect 2016 to continue to be difficult
for this sector.

www.mha-uk.co.uk

Overall our report is positive on the income
section, showing increases in total fee income
across all sized firms. However, the high level of
growth in income per equity partner has slowed in
the largest groups of practices as compared to last
year. This is partly due to the average number of
equity partners rising in 2015.

Where there has been
merger activity, we have
seen most of the partners
being retained as equity
partners in the merged firm.
There has also been a period of promotions within
firms, where there is perhaps more confidence to
appoint new equity partners.
The much improved fee income has not however
translated into increases in net profit. Most firms
have had to recruit new staff to cope with the
new matter openings. All firms have been under
pressure to make higher pay awards to retain
current staff. Also, the impact of automatic
enrolment pension schemes is now showing in
the increased spend on staff. We expect further
pressure on staff pay scales into 2016.
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International business
is generating more
work, although this
tends to be based in
firms in the large city
centres of London
and Manchester.

Another downward pressure on net profits is
the high costs of keeping premises. It is clear
from our review that firms have not downsized
their premises, with the larger practices actually
expanding. To make any significant inroads into
premises cost savings, firms will need to make
substantial changes to their way of working,
such as hot desking, home working or paper
free working. The lack of change in working
procedures is echoed by the lack of real
investment in IT spend.
Our review of net profits has shown that those
firms with better gearing, being more fee earners
per equity partner, earn better profits. However,
overall there is a shift to reduce expected net profit
levels from the traditional 33% to 25%.
Profitability has not risen by the same levels as fee
income. Furthermore, the expenditure on certain
key overheads has reduced as a percentage of
fee income, which is always a positive trend.
Expenditure on staffing remained fairly consistent,
but we do expect spend to increase in 2016 as
market forces take over and staff look for new
opportunities.
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Lock up is under much better control, but we are
still seeing too much credit being given to clients.
Improvements might be made by better training
staff to manage lock up as part of their ongoing
client relationship management. Billing and credit
control tend to get ignored when staff are busy
with fee earning work. There is therefore a risk
going into 2016, that unbilled time and unpaid fees
grow unchallenged. Equity partner capital invested
in firms has remained static, so an improvement in
lock up could generate the opportunity of reducing
capital and therefore risk for those partners.
Succession planning is still an issue for many
firms. An ageing equity partner base is now seen
as the norm, with younger partners being less
willing to put their own assets at risk with an
equity investment in a law firm. We have seen that
mergers have been one way of mitigating this risk,
and we expect this to further extend into 2016.

£
Overall
our report is
positive on
the income
section,
showing
increases
in total fee
income across
all sized firms.

2016

We expect
further
pressure
on staff pay
scales into
2016
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Income
Second year of strong growth
The survey demonstrates a second year of strong
growth in legal practices. Growth rates of between
13% and 27% have been achieved in firms of
more than 5 equity partners. These firms have also
experienced significant increases in annual growth
percentages. The merger activity experienced in
the larger group in 2014 has now found its way
down to the mid tier firms, and higher margin work
is now back on the agenda.

Seamus Gates,
Broomfield & Alexander,
Wales

However, once again the survey confirms that
attainment of growth has been a greater challenge
for smaller firms, with growth of only 3% and 5%
in the sole trader and less than 5 partner firms
respectively. The focus at this level has been on
practice management and organic growth.

27% 13%
Growth rates of between 13% and 27% have been
achieved in firms of more than 5 equity partners

TOTAL FEE INCOME
Practice Size (Number of Partners)
2-4

5-10

11-25

> 25

2014

7190
1342

345

3069

1277

336

1214

321

2960

2013

3480

5943

10293
5268

10005
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4946

2955

1270

301

Fee Income (£’000)

2012

12211

15549

1

2015
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Practice Size (Number of Partners)
11-25

576

345

541

582

518

336

513

588

2013

> 25

777

5-10

672

2-4

751

2012

479

483

321

494

589

446

492

520
301

Fee Income per Equity Partner (£’000)

1

2014

2015

Growth rates / Income per equity partner
As a consequence of the different growth rates
of total income over the last two years, there is
now a greater gap in size as measured by total
income between the larger and smaller firms. The
larger firms (>25) have consistently remained twice
as large as the next group (11-25) over the last 4
years. However, in the same period they have gone
from 3.5 to 4.5 times as large as the 5-10 group
and from 31 times to 45 times as large as the sole
trader group. This disparity may mean that the
challenges in achieving growth for smaller firms
without acquisition or merger will continue
or increase.
The most striking change in the fee income per
equity partner graph, is that over the last two years
the figures in the mid tier and larger practices
have surged forward. In previous years, size was
not everything, as the smaller practices were
generating as much income per equity partner as
the larger firms. This also appears to support the
view that during the recession, the larger firms
retained key staff and are now benefiting from this
as growth has returned.
Last year the largest group had income per equity
partner of £751,000, representing a growth of
28% on the previous year. This year the level has
further increased to £777,000, 3.5% up on last
year. Upon drilling down further into reasons for
this improvement, we have seen the impact of
London based firms generating the majority of the
exponential growth. If we exclude these London
firms then growth is around 15% across the rest of
the country on average.
Two years ago, only one grouping (>25) in our
survey had income per equity partner of more than
07

£500,000. This year, only the sole trader group
has less than £500,000. The level of £500,000
is a useful benchmark for practices of up to 10
partners, whereas a figure of £750,000 may be the
target for the larger firms. The average of £350,000
for a sole trader is likely to remain, as they have
practice management responsibilities on top of
their client facing role.
This year we have tracked the impact of fee
earners within the different sized practices. Fee
income per fee earner ranges from £161,000 to
£172,000. The best performing practices were
the sole practitioners, with all responsibility
and resulting pressure resting with them. In
comparison with 2014, only the sole practitioners
and more than 25 partner practices managed to
increase their income per fee earner.

Last year the
largest group
had income
per equity
partner of

£751,000
representing
a growth of

28% on the
previous year.

2015
The ratio of fee earners to equity partners ranges
from 2.0 times in a sole practitioner to 4.8 times in
a more than 25 partner practice.
The sole trader practices have grown at the rate
of 3% on average per annum over the last 4 years,
whereas the growth for the two largest groups has
averaged 10% per annum for both income and
income per equity partner.

This year the
level has further
increased to

£777,000
3.5% up on
last year.

Succession issues continue to remain a challenge
in smaller firms who must seek to recruit their
successors or face a difficult exit route as the
merger activity at this level is more challenging.
After a period of mergers within the larger
practices, perhaps the challenges are more
around practice management and efficiency,
and how to continue to grow by differentiating
from the competition.
www.mha-uk.co.uk
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Profitability
Profitability (Net Profit %)
‘Profit’ available to partners, measured as
a percentage of fee income remains a core
benchmark across all types of professional firms.
It provides a basis not only of comparing individual
firm performance in the round year on year, but
also a comparative measure across firms of
different sizes.

Harmy Gill,
MHA MacIntyre
Hudson, London,
Midlands and
South East

Sole practitioners were the only size of firm to
increase their net profit percentage, it increased
from 25% to 29% as a direct result of non-salary
overhead savings, which are more easily controlled
in smaller businesses.

It is a long held view that ‘well’ performing firms
will achieve a net profit margin of around 33%;
‘average’ performing firms around 25% and
‘under-performing’ firms will achieve less.
Firms across all size categories appear to be
struggling to break free from their ‘historic’
profitability levels, despite increased top-line
revenues over recent years and steps taken to
more efficiently manage staff numbers and non
staff overheads. Consequently, it would seem
that our review continues to suggest ‘average’
performance at best, which by definition means
there remains room to do better.

Every other size of practice saw a fall in their
net profit margins of between 2% and 4%.
Mid tier firms costs of employment rose, and
the largest sized firms also suffered from
increases in premises overheads.

NET PROFIT %
Practice Size (Number of Partners)

2012
www.mha-uk.co.uk

2013

2014

11-25

24%
16%

19%

21%

> 25

18%

5-10

29%

2-4

26%
19%

23%

25%

23%

27%
19%

23%

24%

23%

24%

21%

28%

25%

Net Profit %

1

2015
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Practice Size (Number of Partners)

2012

2013

The sole practitioners and the 11-25
partner practices both managed to
improve PEP compared to the prior year.
For the sole practitioners, this has directly
flowed from improved net margins.
One part of the explanation as to why
the 11-25 partner firms appear to have
been so successful at translating their
additional fee income into a significantly
improved PEP, was increased ‘gearing’
i.e. the ratio of fee earners employed
to each equity partner. The higher the
leverage in each partner ‘team’, the higher
the profit that can potentially be achieved,
so long as fee earners are properly
occupied in delivering chargeable work.
This category improved gearing from
3.2 to 4.0 times. For the 2-4 partnerfirms,
there appear to have been two significant
issues as to why fee income growth of
5% translated into a 12% fall in PEP.
The first is bad debts. This category
of firm appears to have suffered a 3%
increase in the level of bad debts as
measured against fee income, thus
negating much of the 5% growth in
top-line revenues. The second issue
appears to have been a 3% increase
in salary costs, again measured against
fee income. These factors have
combined to produce an overall
reduction in profitability.
09

Increased salary costs have in fact
been encountered across the board
this last year, except at the more than
25 partner sized firm. This is consistent
with the general perception that as the
economy and the sector has recovered
and achieved growth, wage inflation
is now a risk to on-going profitability.
In the more than 25 partner category,
the reverse may be a direct result of
promoting from within as commented
on below.
For the more than 25 partner firms, the
drop in PEP of 16% is in stark contrast
to the 24% increase in the previous
year. There appear to be two strands to
the explanation. Previously, firms have
actively looked to restrict equity partner
numbers. This has tended to be at the
underperforming partner level or the
‘retiring’ partner level. The impact was to
result in increased PEP. This year appears
to show a reversal and an expansion
in equity partner numbers. However, in
some cases the expansion is a reaction
to promote from within and thus ‘protect’
and retain talented individuals. In others,
it is as a result of ‘lateral’ hires to develop
new or strengthen service lines where
there is growth. Finally, there is the
impact of mergers taking place, where
partners are retained in the larger entity.
As expected, there would be a period
of bedding down or growing these
new partner portfolios and the short
term impact would possibly explain the
reduced PEP now reported.

> 25

95

105

99

166

140

11-25

163

5-10

2014

Profit per equity partner
This year, top-line fee income again
increased across all categories of firm
by size. However, profit per equity partner
(PEP) did not mirror these increases.

2-4

151

84

100

119

134

129
91

76

78

114

137

107

105

145

Profit (£’000)

1

2015

Return on
capital employed
This measures the net profit that is
generated against the level of partner
funding or capital held in the practice.
It should answer the question, how
hard is your capital working for you?
Across all firms, the level of return on
capital employed (ROCE) differs quite
dramatically, and the larger firms have
significantly better ratios than the smaller
firms. This is generally because larger
firms can attract other funders to a
practice and do not have to rely solely
on their own capital committed.
Only the sole practitioners have
improved on their ROCE.

Conclusion
With current thoughts dominated by the
suggestion of a slow down in the global
economy driven by China, the strength
of sterling is uncertain and there is a
possibility of reduced UK bound property
investment due to legislative changes.
Current profitability will need to be
closely monitored and firms will need to
remain nimble on their feet so as to react
accordingly.

www.mha-uk.co.uk
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Employment
It will come as no
surprise to anyone that
employment costs remain
the major expense of any
legal practice, whatever
its size. The control of
this expense and effective
utilisation of this resource
remains fundamental to
any practice.

Simon Tombs,
Monahans,
South West

In our survey, the principle measure compares the
practices’ employment costs against total practice
fees. We have also added two additional measures
this year, the percentage of fee earners to total
staff and the ratio of fee earners to equity partners.
For a number of years now, firms have been
restructuring to become more efficient by
embracing new technology or moving away from a
more traditional qualified solicitor based practice,
to the recruitment of paralegals and other lower
costing staff. At all times staff costs have been
tightly controlled.
The results as in previous years vary little between
regions, demonstrating countrywide trends.

This year for the first time in 4 years, salary
costs have increased or remained stable as
a percentage of fees

2015

£

SALARY COSTS

2012
www.mha-uk.co.uk

2013

2014

56%

> 25

68%

64%

11-25

59%

5-10

68%

64%

2-4

65%

64%

56%

63%

66%

66%

65%

57%

67%

66%

67%

68%

60%

1

68%

Total Salary Costs as a % of Fee Income

Practice Size (Number of Partners)

2015
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25+

8%

Practices with
greater than
25 partners
have seen a
dramatic fall
in employment
costs (8%)

Salary Costs
This year for the first time in 4 years, salary costs
have increased or remained stable as a percentage
of fees for all but the largest practices (>25), in
previous years they have been steadily falling.
Practices with greater than 25 partners have seen
a dramatic fall in employment costs (8%) with
the impact of technology and changing working
practices taking the lead, but also the removal of
back office and support staff who have doubled
up during merger activity.
It should be noted that while the percentage of
salary costs to fees has increased, our survey
shows income has also increased, which in real
terms may mean salary costs have grown even
more significantly for all but more than 25 partner
firms in terms of actual pounds spent. This will
be partly due to the impact of pension spend via
automatic enrolment regulations on the smaller
practices. While headcount has increased across
the board, the percentage of fee earning staff to
support staff has increased at a faster rate.

The ratio of fee earners to equity partners follows
a similar trend to the percentage of chargeable
staff, it is lowest in sole partner firms (2) rising to
its highest in more than 25 partner firms (6.7).
Our experience is that the majority of firms are
investing in fee earning staff and are looking to
grow their practices as we continue the move
out of recession. Across all regions we are seeing
much more movement in the legal jobs market,
which we expect to push up salary levels in the
coming year.

The 11-25
partner firms
only have

5%

more fee
earning staff
than the 2-4
partner firms

Looking at the percentage of staff that are fee
earners, it is perhaps not surprising that this ratio
is lower, the smaller the firm, but as firms grow
and economies of scale come in to play, this ratio
rises. It is interesting to note that the difference
between 2-4 partner firms and 11-25 partners is
only 5%, indicating that perhaps more economies
could be achieved in larger firms if they further
embraced technology.

11
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Practice Expenses
Throughout 2015, the core expenses for legal firms such as;
rent, marketing, IT costs and Professional Indemnity Insurance
all saw an average increase as a percentage of overall income.
Not altogether surprisingly, it is the larger firms that have seen
the most significant increases,
Jon Woolston,
Larking Gowen,
East Anglia

Premises:

with higher premises costs of 3.2% compared
to the previous year.
The level of spending on business premises
running costs in 2015 ranged between 6% and
13% of fee income. There is a marked difference
for firms with more than 25 partners, with the
larger firms spending almost twice as much on
their premises. This is partly due to the higher
costs of city centre office space, and partly
due to merger activity, retaining previous office
accommodation. This is a greater range than that

of the previous year (6% to 11%) and is again with
the largest increase of 3.2% for the larger firms.
This is a direct result of a 0.7% increase in rent,
and a 2.5% increase in other running costs.

Marketing:

Marketing costs across the industry have
increased once again this year, with an average
increase of 1% of fee income. This is skewed by
medium sized firms of 11-25 partners increasing
their spend from 2.3% to 3.9% and is partly due to
work referral schemes changing to an outsourced

marketing fee. Up until then, most firms were
spending under 3% of their fees on marketing.
With more marketing being undertaken through
social media and web based activity, there is likely
to be some marketing spend actually disguised
as IT spend.

IT:

Similar to 2014, spending on IT ranged from 1%
to 2% of fee income, and on average spending
increased by 0.2% across the industry. As firms
upgraded to newer technology, the cost impact
was greater for the smaller firms with percentage
expenditure increases in comparison with small

percentage decreases in larger firms. However,
this is a particularly low spend and indicates that
many firms are not making wholesale changes in
work style to take advantage of IT efficiencies such
as paper free working.

Professional
Indemnity Insurance:

The current year spend on professional indemnity
insurance (PII) ranges from 1.8% of fee income
in larger firms to 4% in smaller firms. Following
changes to the market in the previous year, this
has now settled down and the smaller firms
continue to find PII an overhead that is rising year
on year. Insurers’ risk assessment is still higher for
smaller firms and premiums are fixed accordingly.

Our experience is that not enough firms are looking
at what they can do to reduce their premiums, and
are just relying on brokers to get the best possible
deals. Firms can actively change their risk profile
with compliance reviews and by taking actions on
risk reviews. However, this is an additional time
and cost constraint that smaller practices have
difficulty in benefitting from.

www.mha-uk.co.uk

Overall, across all sizes of legal firms, premises
costs reduced on average by 0.5%, which was the
direct result of better controlled spend together
with improved fee income in the mid tier firms.
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Practice Size (Number of Partners)
2-4

5-10

11-25

> 25

RENT AND PREMISES

REFERRAL / MARKETING

PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY
INSURANCE

2%

1%

2%

2%

1%

2%

2%

4%

4%

5%
2%

4%
2%

2%

3%

6%

7%

6%

7%

13%

Overhead costs as a % of Fee Income

1

IT

Books and library:

This has traditionally been an expenditure that
legal practices have to bear, rather than plan
or budget for. However, many firms do at least
minimise costs by signing up to online library
resources, where access can efficiently be shared
amongst the staff base.

Some firms are still buying books, and this does
get costly when multiple copies are purchased
across branches or even within the same office.
The percentage of fee income spent on books and
library range from 0.2% in smaller practices to
0.8% in the largest ones.

Bad debts:

Bad debts as a comparison within the
benchmarking review includes debts written off
ledgers and bad debt provisions where there is
some uncertainty that a client will pay. The 2-4
partner sized firms suffer with the highest bad
debt charge at 3.4% of fee income. This may be
due to them not employing a credit controller to
chase debts, and being under time pressure to
complete fee earning work rather than undertake
‘administration’ that sometimes debt collection
is viewed as. This grouping has a relatively low
fee earner to equity partner ratio of 2.3, which

indicates that time pressures are likely to be
experienced by the fee earning teams.

£

13%
6%
13

£

Across the rest of the sector the bad debt
expense ranges from 0.4% to 1.3%.
Bad debt charges have increased in each of
the last 2 years which is a sign that perhaps
firms are chasing the billing rather than
assessing whether a client is a credit risk.

The level of spending on
business premises running
costs in 2015 ranged between
6% and 13% of fee income

www.mha-uk.co.uk
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Non-salary overheads
The best
performing
practice size
are the 2-4
partner firms,
spending

29.5%
on non-salary
overheads.

We traditionally benchmarked a good practice to
spend one third of its income on staff, one third on
overheads, leaving one third as profit.
The best performing practice size are the 2-4
partner firms, spending 29.5% on non-salary
overheads. This is a direct result of a low spend
on premises. Many firms of this size operate from
premises owned by the partners and therefore
benefit from lower than commercial rent charges.
The worst performers are the 5-10 partner firms,
spending 45.3% on non-salary overheads.

Merger activity in this sector size has taken
partners away from fee earning, and added in new
overheads by way of branch offices which have
doubly impacted on this ratio.
The remaining sizes of practices all spend between
31.6% and 32.4% on non-salary overheads.

They are hit both by high property costs and PII
charges. Fee income per equity partner and per
fee earner has fallen this year to last, which has
impacted on the overall percentage measure.

Whilst containing overheads is a constant battle, the easy cost savings seem to have
been achieved and most firms could make a difference by looking at a more strategic
review of overheads and asking themselves some questions.
Can we change working procedures
to remove overheads?

Since office space is costly, can we
remove the requirement that everyone
must have a desk or an office?

Can hot desking work?

Is there a benefit to home working?

How big do workstations now need
to be? Can they be portable?

What are the direct computer costs
of each employee?

Reviewing on this level may have a further dramatic impact on overheads.

www.mha-uk.co.uk
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What Drives Profit?
One of the important factors in running any business is the
management of financial data. Professional firms are no
different from any other business in that they need to know
how the business is performing at any point in time and be
able to quickly address any issues.
David Smith,
Henderson Loggie,
Scotland

The most profitable firms
The most
profitable 11-25
partner firms
spend the most
on salary costs
as a percentage
of fee income at

68%

The most profitable firms per equity partner
in our survey are in the 11-25 partner range,
suggesting that bigger is not always better.
They generally show average fee income per
fee earner in excess of the average of £165,000,
with a ratio of fee earners to equity partners of
4 times or more. This practice size runs with the
lowest percentage spend on premises running
costs, which is a large part of overheads. This size
of firm also spends the second lowest percentage
of fees on its professional indemnity insurance,
thus benefitting from reduced risk of a larger
practice compared to smaller, but being large
enough to commit resources to compliance and
risk management functions.

Productivity and time management are also key to
a profitable business and a number of efficiencies
can be gained through the use of technology and
improved processes.

The most profitable 11-25 partner firms spend
the most on salary costs as a percentage of fee
income at 68%. However, of its staff numbers, it
has one of the highest percentages of fee earning
staff at 51%.

The most profitable firms do, however, have
overhead costs as a percentage of fee income
at the lower end of the range, 30% to 45%,
suggesting better control over expenditure.

It is perhaps surprising
to see that there is not an
increase in the IT spend
as a percentage of fee
income over the last three
years given the increasing
reliance on technology.

The most profitable firms will have better control
over work in progress and debtors and be more
efficient at billing. In the 11-25 partner firms,
lockup per fee earner is £30,000, which is the
lowest in our survey.

15
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Finance and Funding
Our data for the last three years shows a consistent reduction
in the debt and capital funding requirements from each equity
partner, as the market place continues to recover from the wider
recessionary environment, with the return on fees relative to capital
investment paramount in the financial results reported from 2015.
Jon Archer,
Tait Walker,
North East

£146,000

£91,000

In 2015 equity
investment
ranged from
£91,000 to
£146,000,
dependent on
the number
of partners
involved in the
business

External
finance makes
up between

20%
38%

to

Equity Investment

Debt investment

Capital invested per equity partner is generally at
a similar level, with a small recorded reduction in
some practices. The most substantial investments
are made in the larger practices to reflect the
greater funding requirements associated with a
large scale business. In 2015, equity investment
ranged from £91,000 to £146,000, dependent on
the number of partners involved in the business.

To most businesses, their partner debt remains a
key source of finance at a capital level.

In all sizes of practice, the percentage of total
equity partner capital compared to total fees
remains similar to last year at around 24%
reflecting a continuing lack of appetite for
overexposure to investment requirements and
a positive return on capital at a top line level.

Average borrowings per equity partner to fund the
working capital have also decreased annually.
External finance makes up between 20% to 38%
of the overall finance invested in practices, with the
remaining amount being equity partner investment.
Higher external borrowing percentages are seen in
practices with 5-25 partners.

Overall equity partner investment
Total investment through debt and capital per
equity partner ranged from £135,000 to £355,000
compared to £155,000 to £399,000 in the prior
year, dependent on the size of the firm. The wide
range in total funding per partner continues to

reflect the size of practices and their associated
funding requirements. Although debt remains an
important part of funding, a solid capital base is
still a vital part of most successful practices.

of the overall
finance invested
in practices

www.mha-uk.co.uk
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Lock Up
Lock up contains unbilled time from the minute it is logged on a
timesheet; unbilled disbursements as soon as they are paid out of a
firm’s office account; and unpaid bills as soon as they are issued to
clients. Considering all of these aspects that build into lock up, it is
quite obvious that they can relate to a high monetary value.
Charlie Eve,
Carpenter Box,
South Coast

In calculating lock up a firm will include its working capital, in the form of WIP and debtors, as these are
considered to be cash equivalents. Firms have to pay their staff, and pay disbursements all in advance
of billing and receiving payment from clients. If lock up is high, then firms need to find additional funding
to plug the working capital gap. To accommodate this, partners are asked to contribute more capital,
or draw less cash out. Banks and other funders may be approached for loans which can get costly with
interest and charges.

More control over lock up

In the largest
firms lock up
equates to a
value of

£5.4m.

An improvement
in lock up of
1 day would
generate

£42,000
of cash.

Across our different sized firms, the comparative
lock up days this year to last has ranged from 5
days worse to 13 days better, with the more than
25 partner firms making the 13 day improvement.
This 18 day range in results is far less than last
year which saw a range of 45 days from 23 days
worse to 22 days better. This years reduction in
comparative ranges is a picture of more control
over lock up, with new systems coming into place
in 2014 having bedded in for 2015.
The sole practitioner firms have the lowest lock up
of 78 days, with £37,000 of lock up per fee earner.
Working capital requirements in small firms are
lower, but most fee earners are closer to their
clients and are able to agree billing schedules
and collect fees more easily than in larger more
corporate based organisations.
For those firms with 5 partners or more, lock up
days ranges from 123 days to 129 days, with lock
up per fee earner at highest £55,000. In the largest
firms, lock up equates to a value of £5.4m per
firm. An improvement in lock up of 1 day would
generate £42,000 of cash.
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In the largest firms, when compared with last year,
2015 has seen an increase in the amount of work
in progress. As fee earners get busier there is a
correlation with the reduced number of bills being
produced. It is quite common to see a billing rush
in the last month of a financial year, or at quarter
ends when staff bonuses may be measured.
Across our full range of practice sizes there is a
rough split of 40-50% of lock up being work in
progress and 50-60% being debtors.
Giving too much credit to a client will impact
negatively on practices and further hit financial
stability. There should always be a plan for
how to bill quicker and collect fees faster. If not
already doing so, practices should implement
fees on account collection and interim billing as a
minimum. Fee earners may need training on how to
better manage their lock up. Monthly management
reporting should focus on work in progress and
debtors per fee earner, with a mechanism for
encouraging action by those fee earners.

www.mha-uk.co.uk
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Conclusion

Karen Hain,
Head of the MHA
Professional Practices
group, Moore &
Smalley, North West

This report has been created to enable you to
benchmark against other practices and best plan
for the future. Although benchmarking always
looks backwards in terms of reviewing the results,
the data can be used by firms in their planning
going forwards. The statistics show average
results across a number of measures and your firm
can use these to compare where you are now, with
where you would like to be or perhaps ought to be.
The critical issue is of course preparing an action
plan for change. Some firms may be comfortable
with their current results, but their 5 year plan may
look a little woolly. If there is another downturn
in the economy or further negative pressures
from competition in the sector, how will your firm
respond? You will be in a much stronger position
if you have already streamlined your staffing and
office structure, updated your working practices to
become more reliant on IT, and trained your teams
on management of lockup. But what else should
you be doing?
We have specialist teams across the country who
are trained and experienced in supporting legal
practices.
We understand the issues affecting you and
we assist many of our clients in their business
improvement plans.
Please do not hesitate to contact your local MHA
member firm for practical advice and guidance on
these or indeed any other matters.

www.mha-uk.co.uk
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MHA Member Firm Offices
Broomfield & Alexander
www.broomfield.co.uk
Cardiff (Head office)
Ty Derw
Lime Tree Court
Cardiff Gate International Business Park
Cardiff
CF23 8AB
Tel: 02920 549939
Additional offices: Newport, Swansea

Carpenter Box
www.carpenterbox.com
Worthing (Head office)
Amelia House
Crescent Road
Worthing
BN11 1QR
Tel: 01903 234 094

Larking Gowen
www.larking-gowen.co.uk
Norwich (Head office)
King Street House
15 Upper King Street
Norwich
NR3 1RB
Tel: 01603 624181

Monahans
www.monahans.co.uk
Swindon (Head office)
38-42 Newport Street
Swindon
Wilts
SN1 3DR
Tel: 01793 818300

Additional offices: Bungay, Colchester,
Cromer, Dereham, Diss, Fakenham, Holt,
Ipswich

Additional offices: Bath, Chippenham,
Frome, Glastonbury, Trowbridge

MHA MacIntyre Hudson
www.macintyrehudson.co.uk
London City
New Bridge Street House
30-34 New Bridge Street
London
EC4V 6BJ
Tel: 020 7429 4100

Tait Walker
www.taitwalker.co.uk
Newcastle (Head office)
Bulman House
Regent Centre
Gosforth
Newcastle Upon Tyne
NE3 3LS
Tel: 0191 285 0321

Additional offices: Gatwick
Additional Offices: Bedford, Birmingham,
Canterbury, Chelmsford, Folkestone, High
Wycombe, Leicester, Maidstone, Milton
Keynes, Northampton, North London,
Peterborough, Reading

Henderson Loggie
www.hlca.co.uk
Dundee (Head office)
The Vision Building
20 Greenmarket
Dundee
DD1 4QB
Tel: 01382 200 055
Additional offices: Aberdeen,
Edinburgh, Glasgow

Additional offices: Northumberland,
Tees Valley

Moore and Smalley
www.mooreandsmalley.co.uk
Preston (Head Office)
Richard House
9 Winckley Square
Preston
Lancashire
PR1 3HP
Tel: 01772 82102
Additional offices: Blackpool,
Kendal, Kirkby Lonsdale, Lancaster,
Nottingham, Southport, Liverpool,
Manchester

MHA is the trading name of MHCA Limited, a company limited by guarantee, registered in England with registered number: 07261811. Registered office: Moorgate
House, 201 Silbury Boulevard, Milton Keynes, United Kingdom, MK9 1LZ. Professional services are provided by individual member firms. No member firm has liability
for the acts or omissions of any other member firm arising from or in connection with its membership of MHA. Further information and links to the member firms can be
found via our website www.mha-uk.co.uk. Arrandco Investments Limited is the registered owner of the UK trade mark for Baker Tilly and its associated logo.
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To find out more about the
accountancy and business advisory
services MHA can offer, please
contact +44 (0) 207 429 4147.
Follow us on:

www.mha-uk.co.uk
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